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Introduction

Differences in details of analysis pipelines have a non negligible impact on neuroimaging results: end-to-end pipelines (Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020), neuroimaging software package (Bowring et al., 2018), software versions (Gronenschild et al., 2012) and operating system (Glatard et al., 2015) have all been shown to introduce some level of variations. In order to interpret and compare scientific results as well as enable data reuse, researchers need a precise description of a hierarchy of data manipulation and transformations steps from original data to a finding. This description or ‘provenance’ includes information about data, software (versions, parameters, etc.) and people.

The Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) (Gorgolewski et al., 2016) has been well adopted in the neuroimaging community and provides structured file hierarchies with JSON metadata files to represent many different aspects of a brain datasets including: raw data across modalities (MRI, EEG, iEEG) but also some derived data. However, BIDS does not capture details of transformations within a BIDS dataset (e.g., DICOMs to BIDS files, BIDS derivatives). Here we review our work on building a formal provenance framework for BIDS.

Methods

This work was developed as part of a collaborative effort under BIDS Extension Proposal (BEP) 28 (BIDS-PROV). BIDS-PROV uses semantic web technologies and is based on the W3C PROV family of specification that defines three main types of objects:
• Agent: a piece of software or an individual that can transform data
• Entity: a digital input/output, e.g. a file on disk
• Activity: a process applied on some entities (inputs) to produce other entities (outputs).

BIDS-PROV adds provenance information to the BIDS structure in the form of sidecar JSON-LD files, that can be generated by the processing software itself or post-hoc. The generic model can represent any pipeline regardless of the tools that were used. The semantics are described using controlled vocabularies consistent with the Neuroimaging Data Model (NIDM), which includes BIDS terminologies. This supports queries of experimental metadata and computational workflows used to generate scientific results.

Results

The BIDS-Prov specification is available at: https://bids.neuroimaging.io/bep028.

An overview of the proposed model is provided in Fig. 1. Depending on the available contextual information, BIDS-PROV can be used to describe provenance at different levels of granularity. For instance, when directly using a neuroimaging software package, BIDS-PROV could be used to describe each call to a module and its input / outputs. In another use case, in which data processing would be done using a docker container, BIDS PROV could be used to describe a much simpler pipeline of a single Activity and linking to the container image.

Examples on real datasets are available at: https://github.com/bids-standard/BEP028_BIDSprov/.

Conclusions

Here, we propose enriching the BIDS specification with a standardized representation of provenance for any BIDS dataset. The representation is human-readable and can capture different levels of granularity, from an entire workflow to individual steps. This fine-grained tracking of low level details contextualizes our understanding of study results with respect to data generation, computational processes, and human decisions. We applied this representation onto existing examples produced by three widely-used software packages. Finally, we encourage high-level visualisation / querying on these graphs, to make validation and information retrieval accessible to both experts and non-experts.
Figure 1: Two examples of BIDS-PROV graphs with A) a detailed and B) a compact graph representing the derived data provenance.
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